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Abstract—The resistance offers insight into the efficiency and
power capability of Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries. That is, it can
describe the performance of the batteries. However, as with other
performance parameters of Li-ion batteries, the resistance is
dependent on the operating conditions and the age of the battery.
Traditionally, to capture these dependencies, Li-ion cells are aged
at different conditions by applying synthetic mission profiles,
which are periodically stopped to measure the resistance at
standard conditions. Even though accurate information about the
resistance behaviour are obtained, the measurements are time-
consuming. Therefore, we extract the resistance directly from a
dynamic real-life profile. The extracted resistance is modelled
as function of the state-of-charge (SOC). The parameters of the
model are allowed to vary over time to account for increase in the
resistance as the battery ages. In order to capture the variation
in time of the parameters of the log-linear model are assumed
to follow a vector auto-regressive (VAR) model. The estimated
VAR is used to predict the long term behaviour of the expected
internal resistance. The prediction of the long term behaviour will
enable the calculation of the remaining useful life of the battery,
allowing for the inclusion of future battery usage through the
SOC.
Index Terms—Lithium-ion battery, Resistance estimation, Re-
maining useful lifetime prediction, Dynamic aging profile, Time-
varying log-linear model
I. INTRODUCTION
The resistance, together with the capacity, are the two pa-
rameters describing the performance and lifetime behaviour of
a Lithium-ion battery [1]. The resistance is used to determine
the batteries’ power capability [2], important in both renewable
energy storage and electric vehicle (EV) applications. Thus,
it follows that in order to optimise the size requirements of
a battery system, in both a technical and economical sense,
having accurate knowledge of the resistance, and, therefore,
the power capability is important.
The resistance of Li-ion batteries is a nonlinear parameter,
which is changing depending on the operating temperature,
load current, and on the battery state-of-charge (SOC) [3],
[4]. Furthermore, the resistance of the battery increases with
long-term operation resulting in a decrease of the battery
power capability [5]. Even though different methods for
determining the resistance of the Li-ion batteries exist [6],
[7], it is usually measured by the current pulse technique:
a charging/discharging current of a certain amplitude and
length is applied to the battery and the voltage response of
the battery is registered [2], [5]. After which, the resistance
is calculated using Ohm’s Law. This method is successfully
applied in laboratory conditions. However, prior to the resis-
tance measurement, the battery needs to be in idling mode to
reach thermo-dynamic stability. This requirement makes the
current-pulse method less suitable for real-life applications,
where downtime of the Li-ion storage system is technical
and/or economic infeasible. Nevertheless, previous work has
shown that extraction of the resistance from a dynamic real-
life profiles is feasible, and that the extracted resistance can
be modelled as a function of SOC and aging [25].
If reference measurements can be performed during the
ageing of the battery, then estimating the effect of ageing
on the internal resistance is fairly simple. However, when the
internal resistance is identified in a dynamic profile, modelling
the degradation of the power becomes as lot more difficult.
Modelling of the internal resistance can be broken into two cat-
egories: online and offline methods. Offline methods include:
support vector machines (SVM), relevance vector machines
(RVM), genetic algorithms (GA), particle swarm optimisation
(PSO), artificial neural networks (ANN, or DNN if the network
architecture contains many hidden layers), and appropriate
combination of these methods [9]–[15]. The offline methods
can predict both short and long term degradation behaviour
with very high accuracy, but requires a large amount of
information captured during the entire ageing period of the
battery in order to achieve the requried accuracy. The most
common online estimation method is by dual estimation of an
equivalent electrical circuit (EEC) based state-space model,
and capacity and resistance using a non-linear Kalman-filter
variant (i.e. either an extended, or unscented Kalman-filter)
[16]–[18], or in some instances the more general particle filters
[19], [20]. This approach can be further improved by basing
the state-space model on an Electrochemical model (EM),
however, this comes with added computational complexity
[21], [22]. Not all online methods are EEC or EM methods a
notable exception is the series resistance determination (SRD)
algorithm (also called the direct resistance estimation) [23]–
[25]. While the online methods can be excellent at predicting
the current state of the system, and the immediate future of
the battery, predictions of the long term behaviour of the
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degradation can be inaccurate.
The most prevalent reason for the inaccuracy of the online
methods, is the highly volatile nature of the battery states,
and the fast frequency used for updating what are slowly
changing degradation parameters. To overcome this fault, a
method is proposed to model the long term behaviour of the
degradation. Assuming the resistance is extracted using the
SRD based method proposed in [25], the parameters of the
internal resistance model will be assumed to follow a vector
auto-regressive (VAR) process [26]. The VAR will capture the
long term time-varying behaviour of the parameters of the
internal resistance model. Furthermore, by predicting the VAR
model forward in time, it is possible to predict the remaining
useful life (RUL) of the battery, by using Bayes’ rule [27],
the law of total probability [27], making assumptions about
the prior probability of the SOC and week values.
II. EXPERIMENT
A. Lithium-ion battery under test
For this work we have used a high-power LiFePO4-based
Li-ion battery with a capacity of 2.5 Ah and nominal voltage
of 3.3 V.
B. Aging condition and internal resistance measurement
The battery was aged using the dynamic current profile
presented in Fig. 1, which has a length of one week. When
applied to the tested battery, the current profile resulted into
the SOC profile, presented in Fig. 2, which varies in the
interval 10% - 90% SOC. The aging profile presented in Fig. 1,
was applied for a period of 38 weeks considering an aging
temperature of 25oC. For more details about the aging profile,
the reader is referred to [28].
Fig. 1. One-week current profile used for aging the LFP-based Li-ion battery
After each week of aging tests, the resistance of the bat-
tery was determined using the current pulse technique; the
measurements were carried out at 20%, 50% and 80% SOC,
using a current pulse of 4C-rate (i.e., 10 A), which was applied
for 18 seconds. Before the measurement, the battery was in
idling mode for 15 minutes, in order to reach thermo-dynamic
Fig. 2. The battery cell’s SOC profile corresponding to one week of aging.
stability. The increase of the battery resistance during the 38
weeks of cycling is presented in Fig. 3. As one can observe, for
the considered aging period, the resistance has increased only
by 8.7%, even though the battery cell’s capacity decreased by
more than 15% in comparison to the value measured at the
beginning of life, as it is presented in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. The internal resistance increase during the aging test.
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Fig. 4. The capacity fade behavior of the battery cell during the aging test.
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III. METHODOLOGY
The battery resistance is extracted from the dynamic profile,
presented in Fig. 1, by utilising the method presented in
[25]. The method requires keeping very careful track of the
following:
(1) Changes to the current: ∆I .
(2) The value of the voltage at the end of the last relaxation
period Vs.
(3) Amount of time the battery was relaxed ∆Trelax.
(4) The length of the previous pulse ∆Tprevious.
(5) The length of the current pulse ∆Tcurrent.
Using these five variables, the internal resistance was ex-
tracted as the resistance value 18s after the beginning of the
current pulse. Requiring a relaxation period at least as long
as the previous pulse. That is, if ∆Trelax ≥ ∆Tprevious, then
the resistance is calculated as:
Ri =
V18s − Vs
∆I
. (1)
A sketch illustrating the five items, and the extracted resis-
tance is shown in Fig. 5.
t
I
∆I
∆Tprevious ∆Trelax ∆Tcurrent
Vs
V18s
t
V If ∆Trelax ≥ ∆Tprevious,
then Ri =
V18s − Vs
∆I
Fig. 5. Sketch of the resistance extraction method.
IV. RESULTS
A. Internal resistance variation with SOC
Disregarding the effects of current (i.e., C-rate) and temper-
ature, the resistance of the battery cell, only varies with the
SOC. Based on previous studies [25], it has been shown that
the battery resistance for a given week w can be modelled as:
Ri(SOC) = aw · SOCbw · (1− SOC)c, (2)
which on a logarithmic scale becomes:
log(Ri) = β0,w + β1,w · log(SOC)
+ β2,w · log(1− SOC) + ε,
(3)
where ε follows a normal distribution with mean zero variance
σ2w. Considering the logarithm of Eq. (2), the relationship
becomes linear in the parameter space, which is highly desir-
able for parameter estimation. The parameters in Eq. (3) are
estimated by maximum likelihood [27] under the assumption
that β1,w and β2,w are both smaller than, or equal to, 0. Fur-
thermore, the parameters β1,w and β2,w control the curvature
of the left and right side of the function, respectively. As a
parameter decreases, the curvature of the corresponding side
increases, and vice versa when a parameter tend towards zero,
until the function is entirely flat on the corresponding side.
While the three β parameters in combination control the lowest
point of the function (found at SOC = 0.5). Note that this
assumes that the SOC can never actually reach either 0 or 1
(in both cases Eq. (3) is undefined – in fact it is −∞ in both
cases).
An example of the model in Eq. (3) fitted to a week of
extracted battery resistance is shown in Fig. 6. The continuous
blue line, seen in the figure, is the expected logarithmic
resistance of the model in Eq. (3) transformed back to the
model in Eq. (2) by taking the exponential. The particular
equation of the internal resistance (i.e. the continuous blue
line) from week 16 is:
R̂i = 0.007 · SOC−0.3921 · (1− SOC)−0.3902. (4)
Fig. 6 shows that the model presented in Eq. (2) yields
the expected parabolic relationship between the SOC and the
internal resistance [29].
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Fig. 6. The resistance against the SOC of week 16 (≈ 1815-1936 FEC).
The extracted internal resistances are shown as black. Furthermore, the solid
blue line corresponds to the expected mean of the resistance model in Eq. (3)
fitted to the black points. While the blue dashed lines corresponds to a 95%
prediction interval for the expected internal resistance of the model (solid blue
line).
The evolution of the four parameters of the internal re-
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sistance model (IRM), described in Eq. (3), can be seen in
Fig. 7, showing the estimated parameters for every week
in the ageing data. The figure shows that the evolution of
the three mean parameters is nearly identical, though the
scales are different. Furthermore, it shows that the variation
seems to slowly increase over time. If it can be assumed
the four parameters of the IRM encapsulate the expected and
variational behaviour of the internal resistance on a week-by-
week basis, then modelling the IRM parameters as a function
of time would allow for the prediction of the internal resistance
over time and, thereby, the degradation of the battery cell.
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Fig. 7. The estimated parameters of the internal resistance model for every
week.
B. Modelling battery resistance degradation
In order to predict the battery resistance degradation, two
things are needed: (1) a model of the parameters as a function
of time (in this case time is measured in weeks), and (2)
additional information of SOC (as the IRM is highly dependent
on the SOC).
1) Vector autoregressive process:
The three parameters describing the expected behaviour
of the IRM, are highly dependent, as described above, and,
therefore, the approach to modelling the change in these
parameters, has to be both multivariate and time dependent.
This implies that a vector autoregressive process, VAR, is
necessary to capture the behaviour. In a VAR, the parameters
of a week, w, depends on the past, i.e. w−1, w−2, ..., w− l.
The subscript l is called the lag of the autoregression [26].
For this model to be applicable, the first l weeks are assumed
to be known. A preliminary study showed that l = 1 is an
appropriate lag, when modelling the parameters of the IRM.
Assuming that the parameters of the first week are known,
then the vector of parameters of week w, denoted θw =
(β0,w, β1,w, β2,w, σw)
T , can be modelled as:
θw = c+ Γθw−1 + νw, (5)
where c, is a 4×1 vector of (intercept) coefficients, Γ is 4×4
matrix of time-invariant parameter coefficients, and νw is a
4 × 1 white noise vector process. That is, νw has to satisfy
the following:
• E[νw] = 0, where 0 is a 4× 1 zero vector.
• E[νwνTw] = Σ, where Σ is a 4 × 4 time-invariant
covariance matrix.
• E[νwνTw−k] = 0, for any 0 < k < w. That is, there is no
serial correlation across time.
Fig. 8, shows the VAR model, described in Eq. (5), trained
on the the first 30 weeks of estimated IRM parameters. The
estimated parameters of the IRM are shown in black. The
solid lines represents the training data (i.e. the first 30 weeks
of IRM parameters), while the dotted lines represents the
remaining 8 weeks of IRM parameters. The solid blue lines
are the expected behaviour (governed by Eq. (5)) of the fitted
VAR. The solid red lines is the average predicted value of
1000 simulations of the fitted VAR model on the remaining
8 weeks of IRM parameters. Lastly, the red dashed lines are
95% confidence envelopes of these simulations, i.e. 95% of the
IRM parameters simulated the fitted VAR model were within
the two dashed lines.
Training Validation
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Fig. 8. The parameters of the IRM. The solid black lines correspond to
the measured parameters of the IRM for the training and test data (the first
30 weeks and last 8 weeks). The solid blue and red curves correspond to
the expected and predicted parameters, under the estimated VAR model,
respectively. The red dashed lines are 95% confidence envelopes for the
parameter predictions using the estimated VAR.
Comparing the estimated IRM parameters and those pre-
dicted under the VAR, for the weeks used to train the VAR,
the solid blue lines are sitting almost on top of the solid black
lines – indicating a good fit. This is further supported by the
root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE), which across the four parameters was at most
0.04 and 0.06, respectively. Furthermore, while the the red
solid lines are not always directly on top of the dotted lines,
the dotted lines are almost always within the 95% confidence
envelopes, which gives confidence to the choice of model, and
the predictions made by the trained VAR.
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Fig. 9. Histograms for different choices of the marginal SOC distributions. The left, middle, and right panels, shows an SOC distribution learned from the
ageing data, a uniform distribution on the interval [0.5, 0.8], and a beta distribution with mean 0.3 and variance 0.0001.
2) Additional SOC information:
The additional SOC information could be as little as a
single value, or as much as a distribution over the SOC
domain. While providing a distribution may slightly increases
the variation in the prediction of the internal resistance, it has
one clear advantage: it can be interpreted as the future use of
the battery. Furthermore, a distribution over the SOC domain
can be learned from the ageing data.
Fig. 9 shows three possible distributions which could used
as additional SOC information. The left-most panel is learned
from the ageing data, the middle panel is a uniform distribution
on the interval [0.5, 0.8], and the right-most panel is a beta dis-
tribution with mean 0.3 and variance 0.0001. The behaviour of
the learned SOC distribution is mostly concentrated between
25 and 75% SOC, after-which it fades to until it reaches 20
and 80% SOC, respectively.
The histograms represent very different usage behaviours,
and will yield different results, when used to predict the
internal resistance.
C. Predicting battery resistance degradation
Given a VAR fitted to the parameters of the IRM, and
additional the SOC information, then the battery’s internal
resistance can be predicted to up to some future week W ,
by the following three steps:
(1) Draw a time-series of the parameters with length W from
the fitted VAR.
(2) If a distribution of SOC has been provided, then draw W
values from the given distribution. If only a single value
was provided pass it along to item (3).
(3) Using the IRM, calculate the expected internal resistance
of the IRM using the sampled time-series from item (1),
and the provided SOC from item (2).
Repeating this process N times, a posterior predictive distri-
bution can be obtained for the internal resistance up to some
future point W .
The posterior distribution of the internal resistance can be
used to determine the end-of-life. However, as the posterior
distribution is probabilistic, and not deterministic, two limits
need to be defined:
(1) End-of-life criterion, LEOL: An upper limit on the internal
resistance.
(2) Failure probability, LF : An upper limit on the probability
of seeing a value larger than or equal to LEOL.
Given the limits LEOL and LF , the end-of-life can be defined
as the week WL where the probability of internal resistance
being larger LEOL exceeds LF .
In the remainder of the paper, LEOL will be set 1.5 times
the expected internal resistance of the week 1, and LF will be
set at 1%. Note: that as the expected internal resistance is a
function of SOC, it follows that LEOL also becomes function
of SOC.
Using the scheme presented above 10000 simulations are
made of the internal resistance for a total of 100 weeks, i.e.
N = 10000 and W = 100. In every simulation, the SOC
distribution used for the first 38 weeks of ageing was the
distribution learned from the ageing data (i.e. the left-most
panel of Fig. 9). Fig.’s 10-12 show posterior internal resistance
distributions using different SOC distributions for weeks past
week 38.
Fig. 10 shows boxplots of the posterior distribution of the
internal resistance of every given week. The red line is used to
indicate week 38 (the last week of measurements). The points
overlaying the boxplots are the internal resistances measured
using reference performance test performed at the end of
that week. The blue, black, and orange colour corresponds
to internal resistance measured at 20, 50, and 80% SOC,
respectively. During the first 38 weeks it is clear that the
measured internal resistances are well within the posterior
distribution of the internal resistance found with the scheme
presented in this paper. The boxplots past week 38 are sampled
under the assumption that the SOC distribution was the same
as during the first 38 weeks of use, i.e. it use the distribution
depicted in the left-most panel of Fig. 9. The boxplots past the
red line seems to have little increase in the median internal
resistance, but the variance increases and, therefore, so does
the tendency to see more extreme values.
Fig. 11 and 12 are similar in construction to Fig. 10, but
the SOC distribution used after week 38 was the uniform
and the beta distributions shown in the middle and right-
most panels of Fig. 9. The immediate difference between
the figures is the increase in the median internal resistance
after week 38. This is a very direct consequence of the
selected SOC distribution. The SOC distribution learned from
the ageing data, is concentrated between 0.2 and 0.8, thus, it
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spends more time around 50% SOC, than the uniform or the
beta distribution. As it is known that the internal resistance
decreases the closer to 50% the SOC gets (see e.g. Fig.’s 3 and
6), it follows that this will lead to smaller internal resistance
values when sampled from the posterior internal resistance
distribution. The difference in the variation between Fig. 11
and 12 is a result of the asymmetry of the estimated IRM. The
curvature for large SOC tends to be higher than the curvature
for small SOC, i.e. β2 > β1. The differences in expected
internal resistance will lead to differences in the estimated
EOL.
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Fig. 10. Boxplots of the predicted resistance model against FEC. The vertical
black line corresponds to 38 weeks of operation, and the blue, black, and
orange points are the internal resistances measured at 20, 50, and 80%,
respectively, using reference performance tests. The posterior distributions of
the internal resistance was sampled using the learned SOC distribution seen
in the left-most panel of Fig. 9.
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Fig. 11. Boxplots of the predicted resistance model against FEC. The vertical
black line corresponds to 38 weeks of operation, and the blue, black, and
orange points are the internal resistances measured at 20, 50, and 80%,
respectively, using reference performance tests. The posterior distributions of
the internal resistance was sampled using the uniform SOC distribution seen
in the middle panel of Fig. 9.
The EOL for each of the three usage scenarios was found
by calculating empirically the probability of being larger than
LEOL, and then determining when this empirical probability
was larger than LF (in this case 1%). A plot of the empirical
probability for each week is shown in Fig. 13. The red,
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Fig. 12. Boxplots of the predicted resistance model against FEC. The vertical
black line corresponds to 38 weeks of operation, and the blue, black, and
orange points are the internal resistances measured at 20, 50, and 80%,
respectively, using reference performance tests. The posterior distributions
of the internal resistance was sampled using the beta SOC distribution seen
in the right-most panel of Fig. 9.
green, and blue curves correspond to using the learned, the
uniform, and the beta SOC distributions shown in Fig. 9,
respectively. The figure shows that during the first 38 weeks
the empirical probability is comparable (which should be
expected, as the same SOC distribution was used during this
period), while curves diverge after this point. When a curve
hits the failure probability limit, LF , shown as the black
dashed line, the process is stopped. The EOL for the scenarios
using the learned, the uniform, or the beta SOC distributions
was estimated to be 66, 55, and 61 weeks, respectively.
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Fig. 13. The probability of observing an internal resistance larger than LEOL
(i.e. 1.5 times the expected internal resistance of the first week). The red,
green, and blue colours correspond to the scenarios where the SOC distribution
used after week 38 (indicated by the solid black line) was the SOC distribution
learned from the ageing data, a uniform distribution, and a beta distribution,
respectively. The black dashed line is the failure probability, LF , set at 1%.
V. BATTERY LIFETIME PREDICTION
Based on the model described in the previous section, the
battery internal resistance can be accurately predicted, given
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a SOC value and the battery age (i.e., the FEC). However,
predicting the battery’s lifetime (expressed in the number of
FEC) knowing the resistance value and the SOC at which it
was determined is also of high interest; to be more precise, the
probability distribution of P(w|Ri,SOC) has to be determined.
In order to evaluate this distribution, something has to be
assumed about the probability distribution of the SOC, the
week, and the joint distribution of resistance, SOC, and
week. Starting with the joint distribution, by the definition of
conditional probabilities [27] and under the assumption that
the SOC and week are independent (which must be true), it
can be written:
P(log(Ri), SOC,W ) =
P(log(Ri)|SOC,W )P(SOC)P(W ).
(6)
Thus, the joint distribution can be split into three parts,
P(log(Ri)|SOC,W ), P(SOC), and P(W ). The conditional
distribution of the internal resistance given the SOC and week,
P(log(Ri)|SOC,W ), is the model described in the previous
section. Furthermore, the marginal distributions of the SOC
and week, P(SOC) and P(W ), respectively, have to be defined.
In this context, these distributions should be interpreted as
a priori information. That is, if any prior information about
the distribution of SOC or week are known, they should be
considered at this point. The priors on the SOC and the week
should be thought of as measurement error and not future
usage of the battery (unlike the additional SOC information
mentioned in Section IV-B2). In this paper, it will be assumed
that any value of SOC and week is equally likely a priori.
Consequently, it is assumed that the battery SOC follows a
continuous uniform distribution on the unit interval and the
week will follow a discrete uniform distribution over the set
of possible weeks. Following this reasoning, the posterior
distribution of the weeks, given the battery resistance and SOC
can be calculated using:
P(W | log(Ri),SOC) =
P(log(Ri)|SOC,W )P(SOC)P(W )
WL∑
w=1
P(log(Ri)|SOC, w)P(SOC)P(w)
(7)
The left-hand side of Eq. (7) is dependent on the battery
resistance and SOC. Thus, given a measured resistance at a
specified SOC, we have a distribution describing the proba-
bility of originating from each of the WL weeks. If it can
be assumed that WL is the EOL, then this distribution is
directly related to the remaining useful life (RUL). In fact the
probability of the RUL being exactly r weeks, can be found
as:
P (r| log(Ri),SOC) = P (WL−r| log(Ri),SOC) .
Fig. 14 shows the distribution of the RUL, given an as-
sumed observed internal resistance of 20 mΩ, and an EOL
estimated using the SOC distribution learned from the ageing
information (under this assumption the EOL was 66 weeks in
accordance with Section IV-C). The three plots assume this
internal resistance was measured at 50%, 65%, and 80% SOC
shown on the left, in the middle, and on the right-hand panel,
respectively. The blue shaded areas are 90% high posterior
density regions, it shows that, with 90% certainty, that the age
of the battery is within the shaded areas. The figures show
that as the SOC increases from 50% to 65% the probability
mass functions (the solid black line) gets pushed towards 0
remaining FEC. That is, if an internal resistance of 20 mΩ
is observed at 65% compared of 50% SOC, the battery is
expected to be slightly older (or have less remaining FEC).
When the SOC is increased to 80%, the RUL probability
distribution looks vastly different; its mode is shifted from 0
to around 3000 remaining FEC, and the high posterior density
region is moves from [3505; 0] to [5566; 726]. That is, if an
internal resistance of 20 mΩ is observed at 80% there is 90%
of the remaining FEC being in [5566; 726], and most likely
around 3000.
The median (and any other quantile of the posterior distri-
bution) can be found by looking at the cumulative posterior
probability function. That is, the cumulative sum of the
probability mass function, i.e. the cumulative sum of the black
curves in Fig. 14. The median RUL for the three curves shown
in Fig. 14 are 1648, 1118, and 3112 FEC, respectively. That
is, given an observed internal resistance of 20 mΩ at each of
the specified SOC, there is a 50% probability, that the battery
has 1648, 1118, and 3112 (or less) FEC remaining, before the
probability has reached EOL (i.e. probability of observing an
internal resistance larger than LEOL is more than LF ).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The internal resistance of a Li-ion battery was extracted
from a dynamic profile, and a log-linear model associating
these values with the SOC was proposed. The parameters
of the proposed model were estimated on a week-by-week
basis in order to track and model them as a function of
time. Given the estimated parameters, the time-varying nature
was modelled using a VAR process. It was shown that the
VAR could capture the long-term behaviour of the change
in the internal resistance (through parameters of the log-
linear model). Furthermore, it was shown that by predicting
the VAR into the future, it is possible to ascertain posterior
distribution of the internal resistance for the predicted VAR
period. Setting an EOL criterion to 1.5 times the initial
expected internal resistance and a probability failure limit
to 1%, the posterior predictive distribution of the internal
resistance, can used to find an estimated EOL of the battery.
The estimated EOL is heavily dependent on the choice of
additional SOC information provided, comparing e.g. using
the learned SOC distribution to a simple uniform distribution
yielded a difference 11 weeks (the former is estimated to reach
EOL in 66 weeks, and the latter 55 weeks). Lastly, using
the estimated EOL and VAR model, it was shown that if an
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Fig. 14. The posterior probability mass function of the RUL. The blue shaded areas are 90% high posterior density regions. An internal resistance of 20 mΩ
measured at an SOC of 50%, 65%, and 80% for the left-, middle-, and right-hand, respectively.
internal resistance of 20 mΩ was measured at 65% SOC, then
the RUL of a battery was estimated to be at most 3505 FEC
with 90% probability, at most 1118 FEC with 50% probability,
and at most 161 FEC with 10% probability.
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